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Danish stød

- vao [waː] ‘fair’ (it is mainly real
- Basbøll (1995): stød signals the second mora if there is one in odd-numbered syllables (counting from the right):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{vao} &; \text{van} [\text{vaː}] \text{ ‘fair’} \\
\text{van} [\text{vaː}] &; \text{væ} [\text{væ}] \text{ ‘wait’} \\
\text{van} [\text{vaː}] &; \text{væ} [\text{væ}] \text{ ‘wait’}
\end{align*}
\]

- (last from right) but
- Longer natives have two dots of stød above.
- Mora unifies ...

\[
\text{V} \rightarrow \text{van} [\text{vaː}] \text{ ‘fair’}
\]

- But: Restriction to odd-numbered syllables unexplained.

English

- Distributional pattern neither specific to Danish nor to stød.
- English overlength is recognized as such, though known
- Distributional pattern neither specific to Danish nor to stød.
- English: overlength is often not recognized as such, though known
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